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Abstract: The Internet-of-Things (IoT) is a paradigm shift from slow and manual approaches to fast
and automated systems. It has been deployed for various use-cases and applications in recent times.
There are many aspects of IoT that can be used for the assistance of elderly individuals. In this paper,
we detect the presence or absence of freezing of gait in patients suffering from Parkinson’s disease
(PD) by using the data from body-mounted acceleration sensors placed on the legs and hips of the
patients. For accurate detection and estimation, constrained optimization-based extreme learning
machines (C-ELM) have been utilized. Moreover, in order to enhance the accuracy even further,
C-ELM with bagging (C-ELMBG) has been proposed, which uses the characteristics of least squares
support vector machines. The experiments have been carried out on the publicly available Daphnet
freezing of gait dataset to verify the feasibility of C-ELM and C-ELMBG. The simulation results
show an accuracy above 90% for both methods. A detailed comparison with other state-of-the-art
statistical learning algorithms such as linear discriminate analysis, classification and regression trees,
random forest and state vector machines is also presented where C-ELM and C-ELMBG show better
performance in all aspects, including accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity.

Keywords: extreme learning machines; Internet-of-Things; healthcare IoT; freezing of gait in
Parkinson’s disease; convolutional neural networks; Internet-of-Medical-Things

1. Introduction

In recent times, the Internet-of-Things (IoT) has paved its way into our daily lives by aligning
itself with ‘things’ like vehicles, home appliances, smartphones, etc. [1,2], to create inter-connectivity
for data exchange. In IoT-based applications, data are collected from different types of wireless
sensors [3], generating a huge repository of data for decision-making. These data can be utilized in
various fields including business, infrastructure applications and smart homes. For instance, a smart
home can be automated to control the appliances in a house, while also enabling collection of data
from different home sensors. Therefore, the basic idea is to enable remote monitoring, which can
operate independent of any human intervention. Similarly, another important turf for IoT is biomedical
applications, one of which can be the assistance of elderly people suffering from Parkinson’s disease
(PD). Being a degenerative disorder of the central nervous system that shows its symptoms slowly
over time and mainly occurring in people over the age of sixty, Parkinson’s is the second most
common neuro-degenerative disorder after Alzheimer [4,5]. One of the common symptoms which
Parkinson’s entails is the freezing of gait (FoG). During an episode of FoG, a person can completely
lose his/her ability to move, therefore increasing the risk of falling of an individual during walking [6].
To overcome these freezing attacks, certain ‘tricks’ can be devised, which aim to provide sensory-motor
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drive, such as context-aware cueing therapy. In this system, whenever FoG is detected, an auditory
signal goes off, initiating the person to resume walking. In this context, smartphones can serve as
a handy tool for the purpose of FoG detection and signal initiation. To this end, the authors in [7]
proposed the use of a wearable system for the purpose of FoG detection. The system was able to detect
FoG with a specificity of 81.6% and a sensitivity of 73.1%.

FoG detection has remained a hot research topic; various papers in the literature have addressed
this issue. The detection of FoG in a subject can be considered to be a binary classification problem,
in which the job of the classifier is to predict whether a person has suffered freezing or not, according
to the past data. There are various works that have used classification methods for FoG detection
in the literature such as [8–10]. For online detection of FoG, [8] proposed the use of a smartphone
and wearable accelerometers. Their FoG detection technique was based on the utilization of several
ML algorithms on the Daphnet dataset. The algorithms used for the classification task were random
forests, naive Bayes, decision trees and k-nearest neighbors (k-NN). The best results were achieved by
random forests with a sensitivity and specificity of 66.25% and 95.38%, respectively. The authors in [11]
presented an SVM-based algorithm to detect FoG using a single tri-axial accelerometer. The evaluation
was carried out using generic, as well as personalized models for each patient, where a personalized
model was developed using additional dataset features. In total, the dataset was obtained from a total
of 21 subjects. The algorithm showed significant enhancement of 11.2% from the Moore–Bächlin FoG
algorithm (MBFA) in terms of the generic model, while 10% improvement from the MBFA in terms of
the personalized model.

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) comprise an efficient and widely-used tool in machine
learning (ML) for addressing various problems or to improve some existing issues such as face
recognition [12], modeling sentences [13], localization [14] and image classification [15,16]. In [17],
FoG detection was achieved using deep learning and signal processing techniques. More specifically,
a so-called ConvNet was developed in a feed-forward fashion with eight layers, including five
convolutional layers along with two dense layers of the traditional network and a single output layer.
This strategy reduces the number of weights since there are only two dense layers. The dataset was
obtained using an inertial measurement unit (IMU), which was attached to the left side of each of
the 15 patients under consideration. The experiments have yielded 88.6% performance for sensitivity
and 78% for specificity. Several algorithms exist to train a CNN, and one such common method
is back propagation [18]. One of its disadvantage is that it may reduce the speed of convergence
during training due to its large number of iterative steps to achieve better performance. In [19],
the authors have proposed extreme learning machines (ELMs), which are single-layer feed forward
neural networks, to offer better generalized performance. In order to connect inputs and hidden
neurons, an ELM employs random weights and biases, which are independent of the previously-used
weights. In ELMs, the weights are calculated by the least squares approximation technique, and
the output weights are analytically determined, thus consequently resulting in a fast learning speed.
Due to its fast learning process, it can also be used with other artificial intelligence methods to solve
several problems [20]. ELMs can work with various types of activation functions like Fourier series [21],
fuzzy rule [22], sigmoid function [23], radial basis function [24], threshold network [25], etc.

To aid in classification problems, inequality constrained optimization-based ELM (C-ELM) was
proposed by Huang et al. in [26]. In [27], the authors used the concept of least squares support vector
machines (LS-SVMs), which is a popular variant of SVM [28] to propose equality C-ELM to obtain
the comprehensive solution for the weights of the output layer. In any form of ELMs, the number of
hidden neurons is tested until a satisfactory or a specified result is achieved [29]. The main drawback
of the system is that for every number of hidden neurons that is tested, the output weights also need
to be recomputed. To mitigate this problem, incremental ELM (I-ELM) was proposed in [30], in which
the hidden neurons are added incrementally until the target is fulfilled. Another contribution in terms
of ELM was presented in [31]. The authors have proposed subtractive clustering features weighting
using the kernel-based extreme learning machine (SCFW-KELM) approach for the diagnosis of PD.
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The approach consists of two parts; firstly, the SCFW is used to preprocess the data to decrease the
variance of different features, after which the KELM is applied, which has been shown to provide
better accuracy in terms of sensitivity (100%), specificity (99.39%) and AUC (99.69%), with a kappa
value of 0.9867 and an f-measure of 0.9964, than other algorithms such as SVM, kNN, etc. Another
effort in this regard is presented in [32], which used KELM for the diagnosis of PD. The authors have
utilized feature scaling along with optimum parameter tuning of the number of hidden neurons, kernel
parameter yand constant parameter C to achieve better performance of the ELM and KELM algorithms.
An enhanced version of I-ELM was put forward in [33], called EI-ELM. To derive the output weights
of a system without using the full set of data, Feng et al. proposed EM-ELM [34]. In [35], the authors
used C-ELM and support vector regression (SVR) to propose C-ELM for regression (CO-ELM-R) in
order to cope with the influence of noise polarity in data samples.

Contribution and Organization

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this work is the first attempt to use C-ELM and its ensemble
method using bagging (C-ELMBG) to detect FoG in subjects of PD. In this paper, we propose a novel
technique for FoG detection using C-ELM and C-ELMBG as the base classifiers to reach a conclusive
decision. In our ensemble learning model, several base classifiers are combined to produce one final
optimal model (improved accuracy). The optimal model is based on majority voting of the various
classifiers. In majority voting, an alternative is selected based on the majority votes of the classifiers,
where each classifier is treated as equal and identical. Experimental analysis based on the publicly
available Daphnet FoG dataset show an accuracy of above 90%. Moreover, a detailed comparison with
other state-of-the-art techniques is also provided, among which our proposed technique stands out
with more accurate performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the system architecture of
FoG detection using IoT. Section 3 presents our proposed mechanism (C-ELMBG) for classification
along with our proposed algorithm. Section 4 provides the experimental analysis and simulation
results followed by some discussion. Finally, Section 5 provides concluding remarks. For the readers’
facilitation, Table 1a,b shows all the acronyms and mathematical notations used in this paper,
respectively, for convenient referencing.

2. Freezing of Gait Detection Using IoT

In FoG detection, the observations are generally the readings from the acceleration and motion
sensors, which are mounted on the patient’s body [36]. Usually, the accelerometer is the preferred
sensor for analyzing the gait of the subjects. In [37], a variety of parameters including measuring
the intensity of physical activity and identifying the kind of movements are analyzed using a triaxial
accelerometer on real-time systems. The IoT architecture for FoG detection is given in Figure 1.
A 3D accelerometer sensor is used to collect the data, while the data analysis and storage are done
on the cloud, which evaluates the severity of the situation. The system consists of two main parts:
a smartphone (or a nearby computer), which provides an interactive environment to the subjects
to configure the relevant settings, as well as serving as an IoT gateway and a cloud service for
data-processing, since sensors are resource-constrained in general and do not have the capability of
storing and processing data.

From the perspective of an IoT architecture, there are three layers that are involved in the
sensing/actuation, processing and analyzing of data, being the sensing layer, network layer and
application layer. At the bottom is the sensing and actuation layer, which senses data from the
environment through sensors and smart objects. In IoT, these objects can be anything ranging from
refrigerators to vehicles equipped with sensors. The next layer is the network layer, which fuses
the data that come from the lower layer and transmit them to the Internet for further processing.
Since smartphones act as the bridge between the sensors and cloud service, the network layer is
comprised of smartphones. The final layer is the application layer, which provides data analytics and
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decision making through machine learning. The application layer is comprised of the cloud service.
The results from data analytics are then relayed to wearable sensors and the actuators’ layer through
the smartphones. Moreover, the subjects can use the smartphones to view their own performance
based on processed results from the cloud; each smartphone houses a dedicated mobile app designed
specifically for this purpose.

Table 1. Acronyms and notations.

(a) List of Common Acronyms Used

Abbreviation Description

AUROC Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
CART Classification and regression trees
C-ELM Constrained optimization-based extreme learning machines

C-ELMBG Constrained optimization-based extreme learning machines with bagging
CNN Convolutional neural networks
FoG Freezing of gait
IoT Internet-of-Things

LDA Linear discriminant analysis
MCC Matthews’ correlation coefficient
ML Machine learning
RF Random forests

ROC Receiver operating characteristic
SVM Support vector machines

(b) Mathematical Notations

Notation Description

N Size of training dataset
P Number of weak learners
H Hidden layer matrix
ȳ Final predicted vector
ζk Predicted error of instance k
C Regularization parameter

IN̄×N̄ Identity matrix of size N̄ × N̄
yk Target output vector
wi Vector of input weights
Bi Vector of output weights
x Input observation vector
ϕ Accuracy
ρ Sensitivity
ς Specificity
Θ MCC

A scheme of online FoG detection through body-mounted sensors on a patient is shown in
Figure 2. Motion patterns of the patient are analyzed using acceleration features of various sensors
(NTMotion:AccGyro sensors [38]) mounted on the body. Since these sensors have very limited energy,
the use of efficient low-power communication protocols is accentuated. Most appropriate candidates
for communication include the Bluetooth protocol (802.15.1), Bluetooth low energy (BLE), ZigBee
(802.15.4) and Wireless Body Area Network (802.15.6). Each of these protocols has its own features and
requirements; for example, BLE is specifically designed for short-range applications, which consume
minimal power, such as health monitoring, while ZigBee provides communication in a personal
operating space (POS) of 10 m [39]. Data from these sensors is collected at the smartphone, preferably
using the BLE device due to its better energy efficiency as compared to ZigBee and other protocols [40],
which then transmits the data to the cloud.
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Figure 1. Flow diagram for FoG detection with IoT.
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Figure 2. Online FoG detection through body-mounted sensors.

Today’s infrastructure of IoT consists of various feasible options to transmit the data from
smartphones to the cloud such as backhaul WiFi networks or cellular data networks (e.g., long-term
evolution (LTE)) [41]. The rationale behind the use of the cloud service is that it offers several
advantages such as accessibility and scalability on demand, which means that rather than patients
always carrying an expensive piece of hardware to process complex data, this job can be outsourced
to the cloud. Furthermore, the cloud can store the patient’s historic data en masse, which can also
provide insight into patient’s health and also help in online training of the machine learning algorithms.
The machine learning algorithms are the core of the whole system, which can recognize any pattern
hidden within the recorded data, account for any correlation between different observations and also
provide long-term benefits of medical diagnostics. Through these algorithms, earlier diagnosis of the
disease is possible, and it can also help in reducing the costs by allowing one to circumvent expensive
lab test. Another important aspect is the continual maturity of the machine learning algorithms,
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which are now part of the many software packages such as Python and MATLAB. Clouds can also
provide better diagnostic information using visualization of the data. In fact, visualization is helpful
for physicians to interpret the connection between different observations and respond accordingly.
Visualizing is an effective way to represent data in a human-readable format and to make some
meaningful analysis out of it. The cloud performs data analytics and provides feedback and decisions
to the smartphone, which relays it to the sensor/actuator layer. In the event of FoG detection,
the patients receive a feedback (decision). Finally, gait rehabilitation is initiated in the form of auditory
and vibration signals.

3. Constrained Optimization-Based Extreme Learning Machine with Bagging

Bootstrap aggregating or bagging is an ensemble method used to improve the stability and
accuracy of a machine learning algorithm for the classification problem. The idea of bagging is to
generate n new training datasets from a given training set of size N by sampling and replacing. Based
on the n generated bootstrap samples, n individual classifiers are constructed to predict the output
of the test data. C-ELM is considered to be the base learner for the bagging method. The sampled
training datasets are trained with the base classifier to generate the prediction output. The number of
weak learners (P), where each weak learner contributes to the better accuracy of the final predicted
model, needs to be evaluated and provided as an input to the bagging model. This is because bagging
helps in reducing variability in the predictions. The final decision of a classification model that uses
bagging is made by applying majority voting. The structure of the base classifier (C-ELM) for bagging
is given in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. C-ELM with N input nodes, N hidden nodes and m output nodes.

As shown in Figure 3, C-ELM is categorized into three sub-layers. These sub-layers are
generally known as the output (m output nodes), hidden (N hidden nodes or neurons) and input
(N input nodes) layer. Nodes of the input and hidden layers are fully connected by some input
weights wi = [wi1, wi2, ..., wiN ]

T , where i = 1, 2, ..., N̄. On the other hand, nodes of the hidden and
output layers are fully connected by another set of weights, which is given by Bj = (Bj1, Bj2, ..., BjN̄)

T ,
where j = 1, 2, ..., m. For any input observation vector x = (x1, x2, ..., xN)

T , the hidden layer matrix H
can be calculated as H = g(wT

i x + bi), where g(.) denotes the kernel/activation function and bi gives
the bias of the i-th neuron. The final predicted vector ȳ = (ȳ1, ȳ2, ..., ȳm)T is given by:

ȳ =
N̄

∑
i=1

BjiH (1)
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ELM owes its popularity to the fact that the input weights and the biases do not need to
be trained. The same logic is followed by C-ELM, as well, where wi and bi, i = 1, 2, ..., N̄ are
taken randomly.

The goal of C-ELM is to learn the output weights Bj based on a set of training instances.
Therefore, given a training set S = [(xk, yk)|xk ∈ Rk, yk ∈ Rm, k = [1, 2, ..., K]], where xk =

[xk1, xk2, ..., xkK] and yk = [yk1, yk2, ..., ykK] are respectively the input and the target output vectors of a
particular training instance k. To learn the output weights Bj from the training dataset, the following
objective function needs to be solved:

Minimize L(ϑ, ζ) = 1
2 ‖ ϑ2 ‖ +C

2 ∑K
k=1 ‖ ζk

2 ‖ subject to the constraints:

ϑTh(Xk) = yk − ζk

where ζk is the predicted error of the k instances, C is a parameter for regularization,
ϑN̄×m = [B1, B2, ..., Bm] and matrix h(Xk) of size N̄ × 1 is given as follows,

h(Xk) =


g(wT

1 xk + b1)

g(wT
2 xk + b2)

.

.
g(wT

N̄ xk + bN)

 (2)

In order to solve the constraint given as above, we now apply the Kuhn–Tucker conditions
(Lagrange multipliers) [42]; the solution thus obtained is:

ϑ = (
IN̄×N̄

C
+ HT H)−1HTY (3)

where IN̄×N̄ represents an identity matrix of size N̄ × N̄. The matrix H can now be represented as:

H =


h(x1)

T

h(x2)
T

.

.
h(xK)

T

 , Y =


yT

1
yT

2
.
.

yT
K

 (4)

For any instance k, the target output vector yk can be defined as:

ykj =

{
1 : when instance k belongs to category j

−1 : when instance k does not belong to category j
(5)

where 1 ≤ j ≤ m and m is the total number of categories present in the dataset. For an input vector xk,
if ȳk is the predicted vector, then the category of xk is:

xk = arg max
j∈1,2,..,m

(ȳkj) (6)

The algorithm for C-ELMBG is presented in Algorithm 1. It is further divided into two phases,
training and testing. First, we train the algorithm using the training dataset, and then, in the testing
phase, we evaluate the algorithm using the test dataset. In the training phase, a specified random
portion of the dataset is taken, the input weights (w) are assigned and the matrix (H) is calculated.
The activation function that is considered for the analysis of the classifier using C-ELMBG is the
sigmoid function [23]. The procedure for finding the number of hidden neurons is the same as [34].
Once the network has been trained, the testing samples (disjoint from the training samples) can be
applied to it, in order to validate the accuracy of the developed network. The matrix Htest is calculated
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using the test input weights wtest. Later, in order to make a final decision, the majority voting principle
is leveraged. If the number of positive values of ρ is greater than the number of negative values of ρ,
then ψtest belongs to ‘freeze’ class; otherwise, it belongs to the ‘not freeze’ class.

Algorithm 1: C-ELM with bagging (C-ELMBG).

1 Inputs:
N = training datasets;
S′= {(xk, yk)|xkεRk, ykεRmk = 1, 2, ...., K},
Test sequence;
ψtest = [xtest(1), xtest(2), xtest(3), ......., xtest(M)],
M = No. of features;
C = Regularization parameter;
Initial No. of hidden neurons;
P = No. of weak learners;
Output:
Predicted class of the test data sequence (Ψtest)
begin

2 ρ = φ

for each P do
3 Training Phase:

ψtrainxamp ← Randomly sample some part of training dataset
γtrainxamp ← Corresponding output of the sampled training dataset
Output category is:
freeze = +1, not freeze = −1
Assign input weights w and bias b (randomly)
ω = (ψtrainxamp × w) + b

H =
1

1 + exp(−w)
Final hidden neurons← initial hidden neurons (by using [34])
! = (

IN̄×N̄
C + HT H)−1HTγtrain_xamp

Testing phase:
ωtest = (ψtest × w) + b

Htest =
1

1 + exp(−wtest)
predict_temp p = arg max{Htext ×Ω}
ρ = ρ ∪ predict_temp p

4 end
5 ρ1 ← Number of positive values of ρ

ρ−1 ← Number of negative values of ρ

Majority voting for final decision
if ρ1 > ρ−1 then

6 ψtest ∈ f reeze− class
7 end
8 else
9 ψtest ∈ not f reeze− class

10 end
11 end
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4. Experimental Analysis

4.1. Simulation Setup

The validity of the base classifier C-ELM and C-ELMBG is presented through experimental
analysis on the Daphnet FoG dataset [43] using MATLAB R2016a. A detailed comparison of the
results of our proposed scheme with the state-of-the-art statistical learning models like classification
and regression trees (CART), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), SVM and random forests (RF) is
also presented.

Description of the FoG Dataset

The Daphnet FoG dataset [43] was originally collected to come up with methods that can detect
gait freeze in a person from the various wearable acceleration sensors placed on their legs and hips [7].
It was collected from 10 patients suffering from PD, who regularly experienced FoG in their routine life.
The source of the data was 3D acceleration sensors, which were attached to each subject’s shank,
thigh and trunk, and measurements were taken with a sampling frequency of 64 Hz, transmitted via
a Bluetooth device to the system, also attached to the subjects. Each subject underwent two sessions
of data recording, where each session lasted for about 15 minutes and consisting of a number of
steps including straight line walking, walking with numerous turns and more realistic activities like
fetching coffee, opening doors, etc. In total, there are nine features available in the dataset including
three-dimensional accelerations of ankle, shank and trunk. A detailed description of these features
and the output is also presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Description of the features.

Sr. No. Features Description

1. Ankle acceleration horizontal forward acceleration (mg)
2. Ankle acceleration vertical acceleration (mg)
3. Ankle acceleration horizontal lateral acceleration (mg)
4. Upper leg acceleration horizontal forward acceleration (mg)
5. Upper leg acceleration vertical acceleration (mg)
6. Upper leg acceleration horizontal lateral acceleration (mg)
7. Trunk acceleration horizontal forward acceleration (mg)
8. Trunk acceleration vertical acceleration (mg)
9. Trunk acceleration horizontal lateral acceleration (mg)

10. Annotation 1–> no freeze 2–> freeze

The starting point of FoG was taken as the point when the regular gait pattern was arrested,
while the ending point was the resumption of regular gait (i.e., left-right steps). The results of the
experiments were divided into three classes: 1, no freeze; 2, freeze; and 0, those data that were not
part of the experiment. For experimental purposes in this work, only Classes 1 and 2 have been
considered. To successfully apply C-ELM and C-ELMBG, the datasets with the result as Class 2 belong
to the output Category +1, and those with the result as Class 1 belong to the output Category −1.
The experimental analysis is performed on two sets of data, which have been chosen randomly.
The first dataset contains 20,410 samples, while the second dataset contains 27,392 samples chosen
from the data of the different patients.

Firstly, the training set is applied on the model to fine-tune the weights of the network, and
then, validation of the model is done using validation dataset. For the 20,410 and the 27,392 samples
considered, 9382 samples have been randomly taken for testing, thus creating the validation set,
and the rest of the 11,028 and the 18,010 samples respectively have been used for training purposes,
thus creating two individual training datasets. The details of the dataset are given in Table 3a.
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4.2. Simulation Results

The performance of the developed classifier is calculated using the confusion matrix as given in
Table 3b. False negative (Fn) is also known as miss rate, false positive (Fp) as fall-out, true negative (Tn)
as specificity and true positive (Tp) as hit rate, sensitivity and recall. In a confusion matrix, the term Tp

refers to the cases in which the classifier predicted a ‘yes’ and the patient actually suffered from FoG.
For the Tn cases, the classifier gives a negative answer, and the person actually did not exhibit FoG
conditions. On the contrary, for the Fp, the classifier predicts a patient to have manifested FoG, but the
patient actually did not. For the Fn cases, the reverse is true.

Table 3. Description of the dataset and confusion matrix.

(a) Dataset Description

Classification Total
Freeze Not Freeze

Test dataset 5120 4262 9382

Training dataset 1 2907 8121 11,028

Training dataset 2 12,145 5865 18,010

(b) Confusion Matrix

Predicted

Yes No

Actual Yes
True positive
(Tp)

False negative
(Fn)

No
False positive
(Fp)

True negative
(Tn)

4.2.1. Metrics for Evaluation of a Classifier

Some metrics can be derived from a confusion matrix to evaluate a classifier. These metrics can be
expressed as follows:

To determine how often a classifier gives correct predictions, its accuracy can be evaluated as:

ϕ =
Tp + Tn

Tn + Fp + Fn + Tp
(7)

where ϕ is accuracy, Tp is true positive, Tn is true negative, Fp is false positive and Fn is false negative.
The balanced F-score, also known as the F1 score (F1), can also be used to measure the accuracy of a
classifier. It is formulated as:

F1 =
2× Tp

2× Tp + Fp + Fn
(8)

The sensitivity (ρ) or recall of a classifier indicates its capacity to correctly predict the number of
positives in a dataset and can be given as:

ρ =
Tp

Tp + Fn
(9)

Specificity (ς) is the proportion of negatives in a binary classification test that are
correctly identified.

ς =
Tn

Tn + Fp
(10)
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Matthews’ correlation coefficient (MCC) is used in machine learning to determine the predictive
quality of a binary classification. It gives a correlation between the observed and the predicted
binary classification.

Θ =
(Tp × Tn)− (Fp × Fn)√

(Tp + Fp)× (Tp + Fn)× (Tn + Fp)× (Tn + Fn)
(11)

where Θ is the MCC.

4.2.2. Parameter Settings

The parameter settings for the successful implementation of C-ELM are described next. In (3),
the regularization parameter C needs to be evaluated. This value is chosen during the training
period and remains unchanged during the testing phase. Figure 4a,b shows the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves for the test set used in Training Set 1 and Training Set 2, respectively for
different values of C. The C values for the four curves are C = 220, C = 222, C = 224 and C = 226.
The curve corresponding to C = 224 has the highest area under curve (AUC) among all the curves; its
value being equal to 0.8994, pertaining to Training Set 1, and 0.9248 for Training Set 2. The other AUC
values in Figure 4a are 0.8631, 0.8734 and 0.8781, and those in Figure 4b are 0.9142, 0.9016 and 0.8979,
respectively for C = 220, C = 222 and C = 226. Thus, C = 224 has been considered as the regularization
parameter value for both C-ELM and C-ELMBG. The point of observation in the graphs provides the
point where a sudden change is detected. For example, in Figure 4a at Fp = 0.3 and onwards, the
values of Tp gets smoother for C = 222, C = 224 and C = 226, and at Fp = 0.2 and onwards, the value
of Tp for C = 220 gets smoother. The same is the case with Figure 4b, as well.
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Figure 4. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves: (a) test set corresponding to Training Set 1
for different C values; (b) test set corresponding to Training Set 2 for different C values.

For C-ELMBG, the parameters that need to be considered are the number of weak learners P
and the sampling rate. With Training Dataset 1, the best accuracy of the test set is achieved with the
10 weak learners and the sample size of 70%, as shown in Figure 5a. On the other hand, with Training
Dataset 2, the classifier gives the best accuracy with the 20 weak learners when the sampling size is
90%, as shown in Figure 5b. The error bars in the graphs provide the variability of error or uncertainty

in the reported data samples. This error can be calculated by ∑R
i=1(ϕi−ϕ̄)2

R−1 . This gives the standard
deviation (point variance) of the reported sample data, which is then divided by the square root of the
number of sample measurements (R) to yield uncertainty. Here, R gives the number of runs for each
sampling rate and is taken to be 30. The value of initial hidden nodes is taken as 20.
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Figure 5. Accuracy vs. sampling size for different numbers of weak learners: (a) bagging of test set for
Training Set 1, (b) bagging of test set for Training set 2.

4.2.3. Comparison with Other Classifiers

Table 4a,b gives the values for the different metrics for C-ELM, C-ELMBG, LDA, CART, SVM and
RF for Training Sets 1 and 2, respectively as given in Table 3a.

Table 4. Results of the test set.

(a) Training Set 1

LDA CART C-ELM C-ELMBG RF SVM

Tp 3298 4106 4704 4802 4559 0
Tn 4112 3675 3746 3815 3713 4263
Fp 151 587 517 447 549 0
Fn 1821 1014 415 318 561 5119

ϕ (%) 78.98 82.94 90.12 91.87 88.17 45.43
ρ (%) 64.42 80.21 91.89 93.79 89.05 0
ς (%) 96.46 86.22 87.99 89.51 87.10 100

F1 0.7968 0.8368 0.9103 0.9262 0.8914 NaN
Θ 0.6287 0.6615 0.8005 0.8354 0.7614 NaN

AUROC 0.8044 0.8322 0.8994 0.9165 0.8806 0.5

(b) Training Set 2

LDA CART C-ELM C-ELMBG RF SVM

Tp 2948 4898 5087 5119 5120 5119
Tn 4154 3147 3648 3697 3157 0
Fp 108 1115 614 566 1105 4263
Fn 2172 221 33 0 0 0

ϕ (%) 75.7 85.76 93.11 93.97 88.23 54.57
ρ (%) 57.58 95.68 99.37 100 100 100
ς (%) 97.47 73.83 85.59 86.73 74.08 0

F1 0.7212 0.88 0.9402 0.9476 0.9026 0.706
Θ 0.5849 0.7215 0.8663 0.8873 0.7806 NaN

AUROC 0.7753 0.8476 0.9248 0.9336 0.8704 0.5

For the test dataset, C-ELM with bagging provides the best accuracy for both the training datasets.
The F1-score is yet another parameter in binary classification to test the accuracy of the given classifier.
The F1-score values for C-ELM and C-ELMBG show that they perform better than the other classifiers.
RF performs better than the other three models, which can be attributed to its ensemble learning method
that uses bagging. However, both F1-score and accuracy cannot capture the true essence of a classifier,
as they do not comprehend the size of the four classes of the confusion matrix (Table 3b). This is
where MCC comes to the rescue, which evaluates the proportion of each class of the confusion matrix.
The MCC values show that C-ELMBG has the best performance among all the classification techniques
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while taking both training sets into account. Similarly in terms of sensitivity, C-ELM and C-ELMBG
score better than other algorithms. Though SVM has a specificity value of 100%, its sensitivity value
is zero for the results in Table 4a, making it practically improbable. Similarly, the sensitivity value of
SVM in Table 4b is 100%, but its specificity value is zero, thus further confirming its impracticality.
Here, again, LDA has a better specificity value in Table 4b than other classifiers. Hence, it is difficult
to conclude which classifier renders the best performance. Thus, to confirm the prognostication
ability of a classifier, the area under a receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) is taken into
consideration. AUROC provides the summary statistics for the goodness of a classifier in a binary
classification task, thus resolving the ambiguity regarding the performance of a classifier. Figure 6a,b
shows the ROC curves for each of the classifiers over all possible thresholds. Each of the curves are
plotted for the Tp rate against the Fp rate. We can see from these figures that the performance of the
C-ELMBG is lower as compared to other machine learning algorithms for smaller Fp values, but as the
value of Fp increases, it bypasses the other algorithms in performance. The discussion on the point of
observation is the same as discussed above for Figure 4a,b with the replacement of the regularization
parameter with different machine learning algorithms.
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Figure 6. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves: (a) test set corresponding to Training Set 1
for different classifiers; (b) test set corresponding to Training Set 2 for different classifiers.

From the results of AUROC from Table 4a,b, it can be concluded that the classifiers using C-ELM
and C-ELMBG perform competitively better when compared to other state-of-the-art classifiers.
In terms of AUROC, for the results in Table 4a using Training Dataset 1, C-ELM shows an accuracy
improvement of 1.95% over RF, 7.18% over CART, 11.14% over LDA and 44.69% over SVM; whereas,
the accuracy by using C-ELMBG is further improved by 3.7% over RF, 8.93% over CART, 12.89% over
LDA and 46.44% over SVM. Moreover, for the results in Table 4b for Training Dataset 2, C-ELM shows
an accuracy improvement of 4.88% over RF, 7.35% over CART, 17.41% over LDA and 54.57% over
SVM; whereas, the accuracy by using C-ELMBG is further improved by 5.74% over RF, 8.21% over
CART, 18.27% over LDA and 55.43% over SVM.

5. Conclusions

This paper adopts an extreme learning machine-based technique called C-ELM to act as a base
classifier for C-ELMBG, which is an ensemble model to detect FoG in a patient using data from the
body-mounted acceleration sensors placed on his/her legs and hips. A model based on C-ELMBG
classifies a new observation as either freeze or no-freeze based on the value of the predicted vector.
Through experimental analysis based on the two training sets, it can be seen that C-ELMBG achieves
an accuracy as high as almost 94% (93.97%). The overall performances of the base classifier CELM
and C-ELMBG are also reflected through their values of AUROC. A comparative study with the
existing state-of-the-art machine learning techniques such as LDA, CART, SVM and RF also shows
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the superiority of C-ELM and C-ELMBG. C-ELM and C-ELMBG can be easily implemented using
an IoT-based system to successfully detect FoG in a patient suffering from PD.
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